In this study, Distribution of Relaxation Times (DRT) was successfully demonstrated in the analysis of the impedance spectra of High-Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (HT-PEMFC) doped with phosphoric acid. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed and the quality of the recorded spectra was verified by Kramers-Kronig relations. DRT was then applied to the measured spectra and polarization losses were separated on the basis of their typical time constants. The main features of the distribution function were assigned to the cell's polarization processes by selecting appropriate experimental conditions. DRT can be used to identify individual internal HT-PEMFC fuel cell phenomena without any a-priori knowledge about the physics of the system. This method has the potential to further improve EIS spectra interpretation with either equivalent circuits or physical models.
Introduction
High-temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (HT-PEMFCs) using Polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes doped with phosphoric acid can operate in the temperature range between 140
C and 200 C [1] [2] [3] . HT-PEMFCs are one of the most promising systems for distributed cogeneration of electricity and heat on a small scale using hydrogen as fuel. Operating at elevated temperatures provides enhanced tolerance against impurities ([CO] $ 3 %) and profitable heat recovery [4] . There is no need for liquid water within the cell, where phosphoric acid is used as proton conductor. As a result, dry reactants can be used and water management in the system is simplified compared with lowtemperature fuel cells. However, HT-PEMFCs tend to show low performance compared with low-temperature fuel cells. Therefore it is important to identify polarization losses by a suitable in-situ technique, such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [5] [6] [7] [8] . EIS can be recorded without altering the working conditions of the fuel cell and can thus be used to determine the impact of different parameters (e.g. reactants stoichiometry, current density, temperature) on cell operation. Three features are usually visible in HT-PEMFC impedance spectra and are typically attributed to anode phenomena and membrane resistivity (high frequency arc > 100 Hz), kinetics (intermediate frequency arc % 10-100 Hz), and mass transport (low frequency arc % 1 Hz) [9] [10] [11] .
Although a general agreement about these associations is shared in the literature, a clear separation of the features and their direct assignment to single-cell polarization losses is not trivial. In particular, the shape and size of the arcs, their distribution in the frequency domain, and their overlap can change significantly at different operating conditions. Impedance spectra are usually interpreted using an equivalent circuit model (ECM) [12, 13] . In this approach, physical phenomena taking place in the fuel cell during operation are represented by equivalent electrical elements. The value of the single equivalent electrical elements is obtained by the fitting of the measured impedance data by means of mathematical algorithms. The analysis of impedance spectra of HT-PEMFC by ECM has been extensively reported in the literature. ECM approaches have been applied to the study of several aspects of HT-PEMFC such as MEA activation and acid redistribution upon startup [14] [15] [16] [17] , resistance variation upon membrane hydration [18, 19] , electrode composition and cell components [10, 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , cell operating parameters [9, 11, 22] , presence of pollutants in the fuel stream [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , and cell degradation over time [33] [34] [35] [36] . Precious information was obtained by all these studies.
ECM is a powerful instrument in EIS interpretation since it can be used to extract trends without implementing more complex physical models [7, 37, 38] . But the appropriate use of ECM to fit impedance data relies on a priori knowledge about the system since it requires a suitable model structure that represents the physical processes occurring in the cell. Conversely, if there is little a priori knowledge about the system, the choice of an appropriate model structure can become a difficult task. Furthermore, for the same electrochemical system, different models might be needed to accurately reproduce the system behavior when the operating conditions change [39] .
A complementary approach that supports the development of ECM models is the analysis of the Distribution of Relaxation Times. Originally introduced for the impedance analysis of solid oxide fuel cells [40] and lithium-ion batteries [41, 42] , DRT can be used for process identification in complex electrochemical systems, where resistive-capacitive (R//C) features are dominant [43] . This methodology does not require the definition of a specificallydesigned equivalent circuit, thus minimizing the need for "a priori" assumptions in the study of an electrochemical system. In this approach, the system is modeled by a quasi-infinite series of R//C À elements without specific considerations about the occurring phenomena. The quasi-infinite network of R//C À elements is applied to the fitting of the impedance spectrum. The individual processes are separated on the basis of their typical time constants, derived from the associated R//C À elements. This approach requires only little computational effort due to its simplicity. DRT allows us to bypass ambiguous EC modelling and analyze spectra "model-free", without pre-assumptions. DRT can be used to separate different polarization losses and thus help reconstruct a physical model for the ECM analysis.
In this work, DRT was applied to the study of impedance spectra of PEM fuel cells using Polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes doped with phosphoric acid. Well defined experimental conditions (gascomposition and stoichiometry, current density and certain operating modes) were selected in order to facilitate the identification of the fuel cell internal processes on the basis of their characteristic time constants. This methodology revealed the association of typical frequencies in the DRT spectrum to cell physical phenomena. accelerated by placing the GDL on a heating plate (T = 80 C) during spraying [10, 23, [45] [46] [47] .
Experimental

Cell Assembly
The fuel cell assembly was designed and built in-house and consisted of metallic bipolar plates with single serpentine flowfields (channel cross section: 1 mm x 1 mm), aluminum plates equipped with heating pads and temperature sensors, gaskets (PTFE foil; thickness 200 mm) and subgaskets (PEEK foil; thickness 25 mm) [10, 23, 45, 46] .
Measurement techniques
Polarization curves were measured in galvanostatic mode with an external load applying the required current. During operation the anode and the cathode were fed with hydrogen (l H2 = 1.8) and air (l Air = 2.5), respectively. The temperature (T = 160 C) and the stoichiometry were kept constant. ). The measurements were stopped if the voltage decreased below 300 mV [10, 23, 45, 46] . Additionally impedance spectra were recorded at each condition in galvanostatic mode using a Zahner 1 Zennium potentiostat.
Current load was applied using a Zahner Zennium workstation (Zahner, Zennium) [10] . To exclude any electrical interference specifically designed shielded, twisted pair cables were used to connect the potentiostat to the fuel cell. The spectra were taken in a frequency range of 100 kHz À100 mHz with a perturbation amplitude of 100 mA at 10 measurement points per decade. To exclude cell drift, the cell was stabilized for $30 min before each measurement. More experiments were carried out by operating the fuel cell with pure oxygen at the cathode, the oxygen volumetric flow rate was set equal to the air volumetric flow rate at each measured point ( Fig. 1 ). "Hydrogen pumping" experiments were performed supplying the cell with hydrogen to both anode (l = 1.8) and cathode (30 Nmlmin À1 ) compartments. In this case, hydrogen was oxidized at the anode, and protons moved through the ionomer membrane and reached the cathode where they were reduced to hydrogen [48] . Therefore the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) did not take place in the "hydrogen pumping" mode ( Fig. 1c) .
Hydrogen pumping experiments were conducted with humidified gases (T sat. = 40 C) to avoid drifts in membrane resistivity over time. The effect of humidification on the impedance measurements was negligible since the relative humidity in the cell was below 2 %.
Analysis techniques 2.3.1. Kramers-Kronig Validity Test
Good data quality and high signal-to-noise ratio are critical for this study. Even a small measurement noise can lead to inaccurate assignment of electrochemical processes and misinterpretations in modelling. Therefore the validity of the measured impedance data needs to be certified before further processing. An often-used method for this purpose is the Kramers-Kronig transform of the impedance data set. If the recorded impedance data satisfies the conditions of linearity and time-invariance, the real and imaginary parts have the following constraints (Eq. (1)): 
where jZ v ð Þj represents the absolute measured impedance at a given v andẐ v ð Þ the model impedance. If the relative residuals in Eq. (2) are below 1%, the impedance data is assumed to fulfill the Kramers-Kronig relation. For this study, a linear Kramers-Kronig test based on [49] was applied to every impedance data set measured throughout our experimental activity.
Distribution of Relaxation Times
DRT can be used to represent the impedance by an infinite number of infinitesimal differential RC-elements [50] . By applying DRT each electrochemical process is resolved by its intrinsic time constant. The magnitude of each process is assigned as a specific share of the overall polarization resistance. A distribution of the magnitude of the single processes in the frequency domain can be obtained. In Eq. (3) the relation between the distribution function g t ð Þ and the complex impedance Z v ð Þis shown:
The boundary condition for Eq. (3) is expressed by Eq. (4):
In Eq. (3) R pol represents the overall polarization resistance of the fuel cell and R 0 the purely ohmic one. The time constant of a single RC-element is designated by t = RC, the fraction of the overall polarization resistance with relaxation times between t and t + dt is indicated by the term
1þjvt dt. The boundary condition in Eq. (4) states that the area below the distribution function equals one. This means that the integral of the polarization resistances of all the single phenomena corresponds to R pol . Typically, if a measured impedance spectrum is used for the calculation, the distribution function is discretized on a limited amount of time constants (Eq. (5), in our study we used 90 logarithmically distributed time constants in the frequency range of 100 kHz À100 mHz).
Eq. (5) Tikhonov cannot be solved analytically. To stabilize the numerical solution of the problem, Tikhonov regularization can be used [51] . The regularization is based on extension of the cost function by a term accounting for the smoothness of the solution [52] . The level of regularization is determined by a regularization parameter. The shape of features in the distribution function highly depends on the value of the regularization parameter: High values may result in features not clearly distinguishable, whereas low values can cause erroneous oscillations not related to the physicochemical processes of the system. In our study, we have carefully pre-evaluated the choice of the regularization parameter to obtain meaningful distribution functions for the given impedance data. It turned out that the value of 1 Á10À5 has been a meaningful compromise between the amount of indicated features and the obtained residuals. As already mentioned, g k represents the relative share of each t k on the overall polarization resistance.
Sometimes, it is helpful to account for the absolute resistance distribution instead, particularly if the impedance characteristics are compared with the information in the Nyquist plane. In this case, g k has to be scaled according to:
3. Results and Discussion
Validity of measurement data
As introduced in Section 2, application of DRT necessitates an outstanding measurement quality. Therefore, every measured spectra presented in the following evaluation has been validated by Kramers-Kronig relations before applying DRT calculations [53] . In Fig. 2 a) and 2b) typical impedance spectrum for a HT-PEFMC and the corresponding Kramers-Kronig residuals are plotted.
The residuals are less than 0.5 % for the whole frequency range. These considerably small residuals are taken as a confirmation of Kramers-Kronig validity and further processing is justified. is depicted in Fig. 3 a) . The impedance spectrum only exhibits three main features or discernable arcs at low (0.1-5 Hz), medium (5-100 Hz) and high frequencies (>100 Hz). The DRT spectrum obtained by the analysis of the shown EIS data is shown in Fig. 3 b) .
The DRT analysis reveals seven distinct peaks: one main contribution at low frequency (P1 À1 Hz), another main contribution at medium frequency (P2-30 Hz), followed by five distinct but less pronounced peaks (P3-7-over 50 Hz). Two main advantages are evident in the DRT analysis. First, the individual phenomena are displayed clearly by distinct peaks. Second, the high frequency arc in the impedance spectrum is divided into several peaks in the DRT spectrum. This points towards the presence of multiple distinct phenomena with multiple time scales, which are convoluted in the corresponding Nyquist plot.
In the following, experimental parameters were varied systematically to identify individual processes.
Fuel cell operation -H 2 /O 2
To exclude or at least minimize the mass transport losses, the cell was operated with pure oxygen (l O2 = 10) instead of air (Fig. 4) . Oxygen diffusion in the gas phase can be neglected when pure oxygen with high stoichiometry is used [7, 54, 55] . As revealed by the Nyquist plot, when the cell was operated with pure oxygen instead of air, the overall impedance decreased (Fig. 4 a) . In particular, the low frequency part of the impedance spectrum ($ Hz) diminished. By applying the DRT analysis to the impedance data shown in Fig. 4 a, an equivalent DRT spectrum is obtained (Fig. 4 b-pink line) . For comparison, the DRT spectrum corresponding to normal fuel cell operation in H 2 /Air is also reported in the same figure (Fig. 4 b-black line) . Note the peak located at 1 Hz (P1) completely disappears when pure O 2 is used instead of air, whereas the other peaks are only slightly affected. The concentration of O 2 is higher in this experimental condition, and therefore mass transport losses can be neglected. Locally resolved impedance spectra measured by Schneider et al. revealed that despite through plane mass transport losses, the depletion of oxygen down the flow field distributor as well as below the ribs are both contributing to the mass transport induced polarization losses [56] . Since the impedance measured in our study represents the impedance of the whole fuel cell, it is not possible to distinguish between in-plane and through plane mass transport losses. Therefore further experiments with locally resolved impedance spectra would be necessary. However, the missing peak in the DRT spectrum at 1 Hz is clearly related to cathode mass transport processes occurring at the characteristic frequency of 1 Hz. This result unequivocally proves that the third arc of the impedance spectrum at low frequencies is associated with mass transport generally, including both in-plane and through plane losses.
DRT reveals that mass transport losses are completely absent when pure oxygen is used, whereas an analysis of the Nyquist plot could not determine whether the mass transport related arc vanishes or if it is just weakened and hidden in another feature. DRT not only ultimately confirms that mass transport occurs at $ 1 Hz, but also separates processes which overlap in the Nyquist plane.
Hydrogen pumping -H 2 /H 2
As already mentioned, the cell was operated in "hydrogen pumping" mode by supplying hydrogen on both anode and cathode compartments. In this condition oxygen is absent and no oxygen reduction reaction takes place within the cell [48] . Fig. 5 a) shows the impedance measured during "hydrogen pumping" (green line), compared with the impedance recorded during normal operation (black line). Only one of the original three half circles is still present when the HT-PEMFC is operated as hydrogen pump, furthermore the overall impedance signature is small compared with the one measured during regular cell operation in H 2 /Air. The associated DRT distribution function is depicted in Fig. 5 b) . In the distribution function related to the pumping experiment in H 2 /H 2 streams (green line) P1 to P3 completely vanished, whereas P4 slightly decreased. The peaks at high frequencies (P5-P7) are similar for both normal operation and hydrogen pumping. P1 has been previously assigned to mass transfer processes (section: operation in H 2 /O 2 ), such a peak is not present anymore when proton pumping is carried out in H 2 /H 2 streams. In this case, hydrogen is recombined at the cathode side of the cell where a hydrogen stream is flowing. Therefore no mass transport induced by a concentration difference can take place. Therefore the disappearance of P1 clarifies that mass transport losses are bound to the cathodic half-cell.
During the pumping experiment the ORR does not take place and the disappearance of P2 and P3 proves that these processes occurring at medium frequencies can be successfully correlated to oxygen reduction reaction related processes. So far it is assumed that at least one of both features is directly linked to the charge transfer kinetics of the ORR, whereas the other one can be interpreted by several different approaches: the ORR exhibits a complex multistep process, an additional surface species is formed [57] or phosphoric acid anions are adsorbed on the surface [58] . Limited by the measurement setup it's hard to distinguish which additional phenomenon is actually occurring and further experiments are necessary to clarify it. However, usually the feature correlated with the cathode is assumed to consist of a single process represented by a single arc in the Nyquist plot. By means of DRT we could show that the cathode related polarization loss . Data of regular cell operation are also included (black data). The peak P1 located at 1 Hz is absent and can therefore be assigned to mass transport related process. (black data). In addition to P1, the two peaks P2 and P3 at median frequencies are also absent and are therefore assigned to ORR related processes.
comprises two distinct features, which are associated with two separate time constants. This has not been observed in the Nyquist plane before, and it is new in the impedance analysis of HTPEMFCs.
Since the process P4 occurring at $ 200 Hz is only slightly affected during hydrogen pumping and unaffected during the operation with pure oxygen, it could be associated with either charge transfer kinetics of the HOR, proton conduction losses, or a superposition of both. Further work will be carried out to confirm the assignment.
In summary, DRT has revealed that there are more than three processes contributing to the impedance of a HT-PEMFC (Fig. 6) . By using pure oxygen the peak P1 located at 1 Hz was associated with mass transport, which completely vanishes in the case of supplying oxygen or hydrogen to the cathode. The so far assumed one cathode related feature actually consists of two separate processes (P2 and P3) occurring at different medium frequencies. Moreover, there are multiple processes contributing to the high frequency part of the impedance (P4-P7), and they presumably represent anode and proton conduction related phenomena.
DRT Analysis of parameter variation during cell operation
Cathode stoichiometry
To investigate the impact of cathode stoichiometry variation during operation by means of DRT, impedance was measured at different cathode stoichiometry (l Air = 1.5, 2.5 and 4.0) (Fig. 7) . The other parameters like temperature (T = 160 C), anode stoichiometry (l H2 = 1.8) and current (j = 300 mA cm À2 ) were kept constant.
In Fig. 7 a) the polarization curves under different conditions are plotted. The performance is initially almost constant over a wide range of current densities (< 200 mA cm À2 ) regardless of the air stoichiometry. At current densities beyond 300 mA cm À2 the voltage decreases by decreasing l Air ; which can be explained by a depletion of oxygen. The consumption of oxygen is larger at higher currents and an undersupply of oxygen at, especially below the ribs, is more likely to happen, therefore mass transport induced polarization losses are more pronounced at higher current densities [18, 56] . The Nyquist plot reveals the three typical features at low (0.1-5 Hz), medium (5-100 Hz) and high frequencies (>100 Hz).
Decreasing l air evidently increases the low frequency arc, most pronounced for l air = 1.5 (black curve), but leaves the high and the medium frequency arcs unaffected.
Analysis by means of DRT (Fig. 7 c) reveals again seven distinct peaks (P1-P7) within the measured frequency range [53] . P1 is reduced and the frequency is shifted by an increase of l Air , whereas P2 is only reduced. A small but still visible change is apparent for P3. The peaks located at higher frequencies (P4-P7) are unaffected by the stoichiometry variation. This confirms that besides mass transport the ORR related processes are also influenced by l Air [9] .
The observed asymptotically decrease of P1 with an increase of l air is in good agreement with the assignment of P1 to mass transport processes. Reducing the stoichiometry of air causes a decrease in the average concentration of oxygen in the cathode flow field, and therefore mass transport losses are enhanced. This observation was also confirmed by the measured EIS spectra, where the arc at low frequency is more pronounced at low l Air .
However, there is only a small decrease of P1 observed, when the stoichiometry is further increased from 2.5 up to 4. This suggests that the active layer is progressively saturated with oxygen.
Therefore, a further increase of l Air from 2.5 to 4 does not change mass transport losses significantly. This also explains the trends observed during operation with pure oxygen.
The second process (P2) and the third process (P3) occurring at around $ 10 Hz and $ 50 Hz respectively are lowered by using a higher cathode stoichiometry, and such a variation is more pronounced for the process at $ 10 Hz. Both processes are correlated with the oxygen reduction occurring at the cathode. The charge transfer kinetics of the ORR are described by the ButlerVolmer equation (Eq. (7)).
Using the inverse slope of the Butler-Volmer curve at the studied operation point, the corresponding resistance R CT is calculated (Eq. (8)) [59] . Varying l Air causes a change in partial pressure of oxygen (p O2 ), thereby altering the exchange current density and consequently the Butler-Volmer curve [60] . Accordingly modifying the cathode stoichiometry amends the resistance correlated with the oxygen reduction reaction. The adjacent peaks at high frequencies (P4-P7) are not affected at all by a variation of l air and thus assumed to be related to anode processes, such as the charge transfer kinetics of the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) or proton conduction related processes. These results are in good agreement with the previous assignment of the individual features and prove the reliability of the DRT approach for studying the effects of various fuel cell parameters.
Current density
The impact of current was investigated and impedance was measured at different current densities, whereas temperature (T = 160 C) and stoichiometry (l Air = 2.5/l H2 = 1.8) were kept constant (Fig. 8) .
During current variation the cell operation point is shifted along the polarization curve (Fig. 8a) . In the Nyquist plot (Fig. 8b ) the low frequency part of the impedance shrinks, but the contributions of kinetics and mass transport are not separable.
The distribution functions (Fig. 8c) show the changes more intuitively. Therein, P1 stays nearly constant whereas P2-P3 are affected by the current variation [53] . The reason why mass transport is not altered can be related to the current range in this set of experiments. According to Fig. 8a ), j = 500 mA cm À2 is still in a region where the polarization curve is dominated by activation and ohmic losses. For this reason, a limitation by mass transport seems unlikely. Both P2 and P3 have been associated with the oxygen reduction reaction. During a current variation both are reduced and slightly accelerated. The trend is progressive and indicates that kinetic losses decrease with increasing current density, which is explained by the Butler-Volmer equation [59, 60] . These dependencies are in good agreement with the assignments, and the system behavior is expected [9] .
The broad feature P4 and the adjacent peaks (P5-P7) are slightly altered by varying the current. These peaks are assumed to represent the anode side, but with the limited measurements we have so far the underlying process is not yet identified.
These results indicate that the DRT technique can successfully detect changes in cell internal losses that are induced by current density variation. The assignments of P1 to mass transport and P2 and P3 to oxygen reduction reaction related processes are confirmed within the current and stoichiometry variation.
Conclusion
In this study, the distribution of relaxation times (DRT) was applied successfully to analyze impedance spectra of a hightemperature PEM fuel cell doped with phosphoric acid. To the authors' knowledge, this study represents the first application of the DRT approach to a polymer fuel cell. Up to seven peaks were visible in the DRT distribution function, whereas only three distinguishable features were observed in the Nyquist plot. DRT shows distinct peaks around well-defined frequencies. A specific set of experimental conditions (cell operation in H 2 /Air and H 2 /O 2 , hydrogen pumping, j and l Air variations) were chosen to identify the features in the DRT function with the cell's internal phenomena without ambiguity. While mass transport is identified as the cause of the peak around 1 Hz, ORR appears to have contributed to two main peaks located at 10 Hz and 50 Hz, and features above 1 kHz are attributed to anode and proton conduction mechanisms.
This work demonstrates DRT as a suitable technique for the study of HT-PEMFCs impedance, especially with new experimental conditions for which little a-priori knowledge about the underlying system is available. With DRT, unambiguous identification of polarization losses based on their respective time constants is possible. This method has significant advantages in terms of high precision and low computational cost. DRT can be applied in combination with ECM or physical models, since it can deliver useful information for the development of those techniques and models.
